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HONDA HSS 655 ET
Snowthrower with Tracks

3.6 kW 
        

   

Product price:  

1.638,52 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

HONDA snowplow HSS655ET Crawled 3,6kW 

Honda HSS655ET snowplow Crawled the capacity to handle up to 32 tons/hour and snow up to
50 cm high, capable of delivering a power of 3,6KW. Thanks to the decompressor, manual
starting is easy and effortless. These models are perfect for home use in areas with small to
medium amounts of snow, or for professional use in small areas.

The high-performance Honda HSS655ET snowplow Crawled are perfect for shoveling snow up to
50 cm high. Moving 46 tons per hour, they can shovel an area the size of two tennis courts, in just
over ten minutes.

Throwing snow a distance of 14 meters requires a great deal of effort and would require many
people with shovels; again, the Honda HSS655ET with GX 160 4-stroke engine capable of
delivering 3,6KW will get the job done in no time. HONDA HSS655ET this engine is as reliable as
it is powerful and is designed to produce low noise, vibration and emissions. And it has no
problems with cold starting either. Thus, this snowplow is the easiest to use. And since it
consumes very little, it will prove to be an advantageous choice for your pocket as well.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS HONDA HSS655ET Snowplow Crawled 3,6KW

- Auger width: 55 cm
- Working width: 55 cm
- Working height: 50 cm
- Maximum capacity: 32 tons/hour
- Maximum jet distance: 14 m
- Jet direction adjustment: manual
- Three-speed transmission for greater control for optimal machine efficiency depending on
operating conditions.
- Speed: 1.08 - 2.60 km/h
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- Tracked model: provides the best traction, the tracks make this product perfect for uneven
surfaces and gravel paths, moreover, they avoid slippage so you always have complete control of
the machine, even on very inclined surfaces.
- Engine speed adjustment
- Engine model: GX160
- Engine power: 3,6KW
- Tank capacity: 3.1 liters
- Autonomy: 2,7 hours
- Starting system: manual recoil starter
- Length: 1400 mm
- Width: 550 mm
- Height: 1110 mm
- Dry weight: 67 kg
- Noise level: 100 dB(A)

Are you looking for a snowplow Crawled  with different characteristics? HERE you can find the full
range of Honda products and other specialized brands.

Images are purely indicative.

  

Product features:  

Fuel: Gasoline
Engine: Honda GX160, 4 stroke, OHV
Engine rpm (rpm): 3600
Ignition: Recoil
Starting system: Manual
Working width (mm): 550
Working height (mm): 500
Capacidad máxima (t/h): 32
Speed (Km/h): 1.08-2.6
Throwing distance (m): 14
Discharge chute adjustment: Manual
Transmission: Hydrostatics
Net power (kW): 3.6
Fuel tank capacity (L): 3.1
Acoustic power: 100 dB(A)
Length (mm): 1400
Width (mm): 550
Height (mm): 1110
Dry weight (Kg): 67
Traction type: Track laying
Engine manufacturer: Honda
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